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11:20 –11:50    Beyond Design with Hilti
               Alexis A. Clark, P.E., Hilti

Hilti’s high bond stress values, extensive test data, and anchor 
design software will be presented. Attendees will learn how Hilti 
works to improve project workflow from inception to modeling and 
documentation. 

11:50 –12:20    Composite Slim Floor Structures
               Mark Scambray, Peikko USA

Composite Slim Floor Structures enable slim-floors for multi-story 
buildings of any type, whether low-rise or high-rise. During this 
presentation, individuals will learn about the benefits of using the 
composite action of steel and concrete to achieve creative spaces with 
long open spans all while eliminating conflicts and headroom issues.

11:20 –12:20    Understanding HSS Specifications
               Brad Fletcher, S.E., Atlas Tube

Across North America there are several HSS specifications to choose 
from when designing structures. Understanding the subtle differences 
during design between ASTM  A500, ASTM  A1085, ASTM  A1065, 
and other specifications can prevent some of the pitfalls when it comes 
to sourcing the material.

Please note session time differs from others occurring concurrently. 
Diamond Review-approved for one hour.

11:20 –11:50    Continuous Tie Down Systems for  
              Multi Story Light Frame Buildings
               Jeff Vance, MiTek

When designing buildings, connectors are often used to resist forces 
caused by wind and seismic loading. When it comes to mid-rise light 
frame structures, traditional framing methods may come up short when it 
comes to connections for high uplift forces in the tall and narrow shear 
walls. Continuous tie down systems offer and economic and simple 
solution for high up lift force in these light frame projects.

11:50 –12:20    Analyze and Design Steel Connections  
                           Using Advance Design Connection  
                           Software Based on CBFEM Modeling
               Farshad Pourshargh, Graitec

The presentation will demonstrate a new tool which is used to analyze 
and design steel connections using Finite Element Method and 
Component Based procedure (CBFEM). Using this solution, engineers 
will be able to model complicated geometry and apply any type of 
loading to the connection. They can use the nonlinear capabilities of the 
software to go even in plastic behavior.

12:20 –12:50   Resilient Moment Frames
               Paul Richards, DuraFuse Frames

DuraFuse Frames are steel moment frames that offer up-front savings 
with simple fabrication, field-bolted erection, and reduced connection 
and column weights. DuraFuse Frames are more resilient to earthquakes 
as yielding is moved out of the beams and into replaceable bottom 
flange fuse plates.

12:50 –1:20     ASCE 7 Digital Products
               Carolyn Valliere, American Society of Civil Engineers

This presentation will highlight ASCE’s newest online tools. ASCE 7 
Online provides digital access to Standard ASCE 7-16 and ASCE 
7-10, and the ASCE 7 Hazard Tool provides hazard data for a 
specific location. All attendees will receive an exclusive corporate trial 
subscription to ASCE 7 Online. 

12:20 –12:50   Geopier Design and Performance
               Adam Killinger, P.E., G.E. , Geopier

Geopier technologies are alternatives to deep foundations, removing 
undocumented fill, and costly mat foundations. This presentation will 
touch on the Geopier design concept and performance metrics.    

12:50 –1:20    SkyCiv: Structural Analysis & Design  
             Technology in the Cloud
               Sam Carigliano, SkyCiv

Demos of SkyCiv’s cloud-based structural analysis and design software. 
A sneak peak of SkyCiv’s analysis and design API will also be shown.

12:20 –12:50   Commercial & Residential Foundation Repair
               Ginger Rogers DeMaris, Stabil-Loc

The program will cover the different kinds of piers, how to evaluate 
foundation failure and causes of foundation failure.

12:50-1:20       Use of FRP for Diaphragm Shear Retrofit
               Brian Jones, P.E., Fyfe

This presentation will review several structural tests spanning from 
the 1990’s to present day and will highlight the detailing that is not 
addressed by the current codes and guidelines. It will focus particularly 
on the design of FRP for Diaphragm Shear Retrofit Criteria as adopted 
by IAMPO as of September 13, 2019.

Session is Diamond Review-Approved in all 50 states. 
Attending two 30 minute sessions will award one hour CE credit.
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Rain Loads – The Forgotten Natural Hazard?
Magic Kingdom Ballroom 2: Upper Level

The presentation will begin with a review of insurance company 
loss information which suggests that structural engineers 
apparently do not properly design roofs for rain loading. Three 
potential reasons for this apparent oversight are presented with 
an example from the presenter’s forensic engineering practice.
The majority of the presentation will be devoted to a detailed 
discussion of the three key elements needed to determine the rain 
load as per the ASCE 7-16 provisions. 

Michael O’Rourke, P.E., Ph.D., is the Chair of 
the ASCE 7 Snow & Rain Load subcommittee 
1997-2017 and is the co-author of the soon to be 
published “ Rain Loads- Guide to the Rain Load 
Provisions of ASCE 7-16”.

1:40–2:40  

Economic Design of SMF Connection  
Continuity Plate Welds

Magic Kingdom Ballroom 1: Upper Level

For certain beam-column combinations in Special Moment Frame 
(SMF) design, the Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings 
(AISC 341-16) requires complete joint penetration groove welds 
(CJP) between continuity plates and column flanges. While the 
successful experimental program proves the viability of using 
fillet welds between continuity plates and column flanges, the 
complexity of the flexibility-based design procedure may deter 
practitioners from designing a similar assembly.

Kevin Moore, P.E., S.E., SECB, is a Senior Principal 
and Structural Division Head of Simpson Gumpertz 
& Heger Inc. in San Francisco.  Mr. Moore has 
been active in NCSEA since 2003 and is the 
current Chair of the NCSEA Resilience Committee 

and Past Chair of the NCSEA Seismic Subcommittee to the Code 
Advisory Committee.

11:20 –11:50    Structural Modeling: An Essential Skill  
              for Engineers
              Francisco Magallon, RISA
The RISA Building System offers a seamless workflow that creates 
a robust solution for the design of building structures. Model, load, 
analyze and design models of any size and complexity with ease.

11:50 –12:20    Non-Structural Anchorage for Gravity  
              Hangers and Seismic Bracing
              Eric Mutuc, DeWalt, Engineered by Powers

This program will address the Code requirements, namely SMACNA 
(Mechanical & Plumbing), NEC (Electrical), NFPA (Fire Sprinkler) and 
ASCE7, for gravity hangers and seismic bracing for the Non-Structural 
trade applications regarding Post Installed anchoring.

12:20 –12:50   Accelerating the Speed of Steel/  
              The Beginning: SpeedCore
              Jerod Rudolf, AISC

The presentation will overview AISC’s new initiative to increase the speed 
of structural steel design, fabrication, and erection by the end of 2025. 
The presentation will provide a summary of the SpeedCore system for 
high-rise structural steel buildings and how the first project, Rainier Square 
Tower in Seattle, WA progressed well ahead of schedule.

12:50 –1:20     Designing with Innovative 
              Steelwork Connections
              Lorena Arce, Lindapter

When designers and builders are challenged with onsite drilling or 
welding for structural steel connections, specialty expansion bolts & 
clamping systems provide safe, cost-effective alternatives. Engineers will 
learn how to select code-compliant fasteners for steel connections and 
how to design using the clamping methods trusted globally for decades.

11:20 –11:50    Simplified Design for Special Moment  
              Frames with Supplemental Viscous  
              Damping Systems
              Aaron Malatesta, Taylor Devices

The presentation will cover the history of application of Fluid Viscous 
Dampers, how they work, design methodology, introduction to the 
alternate procedures, and application of the alternative procedures 
through an example project.

11:50 –12:20    Castings 101
              Jennifer Pazdon, P.E., Cast Connex

This presentation will provide examples of how steel castings have been 
successfully integrated into a wide range of projects throughout the 
world and will teach attendees how to leverage castings in their
designs to enhance the structural and architectural performance of key 
structural connections.

12:20 –12:50    GIZA Lite – Connection Design Software
              Jim Moody, GIZA Steel

GIZA Lite is a software tool that can design over 300 different 
connection configurations in the Shear, Moment and Vertical Brace 
groups.  GIZA Lite offers full calculation reports as the main output and 
has been developed to analyze the connections for steel detailing best 
practices.
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Session is Diamond Review-Approved in all 50 states. 
Attending two 30 minute sessions will award one hour CE credit.


